We will use the WFO interim form pending approval of the HQ form please take a look, as well and give me your thoughts

Thanks PIX

Subject: SAMPLE FISA Business Record Request

Pursuant to the Patriot Act, your Agents may seek a FISA Order for most business records (e.g., apartment lease records, insurance records, etc.) or tangible things (e.g., apartment key). This is much broader authority than an NSL and the legal standard is a relevance standard.

While FBIHQ and OIPR have not issued formal guidance regarding the submission of types of FISA requests—in coordination with the new OGC FISA Unit we have crafted the attached WFO interim request form to standardize future WFO Business Record requests and to

Again, copies of all WFO penins are maintained on the NSD W drive.

Attached is

1) WFO FISA Business Record/Tangible Thing request form

2) WFO FISA Pen Register/Trap & Trace request form

3) FISA Coversheet

distribute to your SAs as you think appropriate (if you detect types or errors let me know)